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Resume'- Les tnvoux alnal que let conclusion! dea journfaa de travail sur 
les electrons polarises en 1963 a SLAC sonc passea an revue. Sont aussl 
inclus que]queJ progrei achieves depuls. 

Abstract - The work and conclusions of the !983 Polarised Electron Source 
Workshop at SLAC are reviewed. Some mention ef progress since that netting 
Is also Included. 

Introduction 

A workshop on polarized electron sources was sponsored by Che International cocalt-
tee for Synpasia on High Energy Spin Physics, and held at SLAC on Day 16-19, 1983. 
This workshop brought together 18 physicists from the fields of atomic physics* 
surface physic:,, condensed MLLir physics, and of course, high energy and nuclear 
physics. Our goals were to survey the current situation in polarlied electron pro-
duccion and electron polarisation neasurement, and to study vsya in which the state 
of the art in these fields night reasonably be advanced. Our attendees came fron 
four western European institutions! and nine in the U.S. Of these, only eight had 
as their primary discipline either high energy or nuclear physic*. In this brief 
report, 1 will -eview the activities of the workshop and also motion, to the extent 
1 am familiar with it, work accomplished since tbi- time of Che workshop. 

The workshop opened with a review of the application of polarised electron souTces 
in the areas of high energy end nuclear physics, condensed matter and surface physics, 
and atomic physics. These discussions will not be reproduced here as they are either 
well known to ceaders of these proceedings, or are not germane Co Che topic of this 
corferenc*. In a final recocaendatlon session, we prepared a lengthy list of exper
iments whicr. shoulc be attempted and future directions for new work. Some of these 
will be coveied in the text of this report under the particular aectlons to which 
they apply. 

Although the meeting was open to, and encouraged, discussion of all types of polar
ized electron sources, the primary interest of a great majority of the participants 
was in the GaAs source and other aources of this general type, which cnplc-y optical 
pumping in non-magnetic solids. The GaAs source has seen very wide application co a 
vide variety of problems In banc and applied physics, and la by far the most commonly 
employed polarized electron source at this time. In face, a fairly large number cf 
polarized electron measurements have been made only becauee of the existence and 
particular characteristics of this source- Despite all this, the GaAs source delivers 
only a mediocre polarisation and Is a demanding eotrrce to maintain In operation with 
a particle accelerator. A la?gc part of the workshop was devoted to a discussion of 
methods to overcome those weaknesses. Ko doubt the large emphasis che workshop placed 
on che GaAs source was due to the presence of physicists from fields other than high 
energy and nu-lcar physics, where the low polarization and relatively short operating 
lifetime of this aource Is leas of a problem than for accelerator baaed experiments. 

Other poiarlaed electron aources which were reviewed Included those based upon optical 
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or magnetic orientation In free atonic beans, and those employing photooalecion Co 
release polarized electrons from Magnetized solids. None of the techniques enploylng 
magnetized solids appear particularly suited as sources for accelerator baaed physic*' 
Ot the atonic bean sources, one. based upon cbeml-ionization of an optically pumped 
helium afterglow, appears capable of being developed to the point where It could 
deliver a continuous electron heaa of about 1 mA with £ BOX polarization. Such a 
source would definitely be useful for some experiments currently considered. This 
particular type of source is relatively free of manv of the troublesome features of 
other polarized sources, (e.g. alkali natal beams, exceptional vacua, difficult optical 
sources, etc.). 

A fair period of tine was spent discussing the various technique* which Siave been 
developed to aejsure electron polarization at low energy. Such oeasurements have* 
in the past, often been characterized by rather large and uncertain systematic errors, 
even la ciTCuPstances where cheTf was good statistical precision. There is a definite 
need to have an electron polarisation, measurement technique which offers "high statis
tical precision in a short measuring time, freedom from systematic uncertainties and 
spurious effects, and a well known analyzing power, all contained In a sufficiently 
simple apparatus to permit widespread utilization. Such a method Is yet to be invented) 
although a couple ideas were presented which might well provide euch a raethod In the 
future. 

The techniques to measure electron polarization at high beam energy were not addreaaed, 
although the need for better methods In this aie-a is very important, particularly for 
the cominfi generation of higher energy machines which plan to utilize polarised elec
trons1. SLC, LtP. *nd HtRA. 

The details of the CaAs source were reviewed In a session which covered the operational 
or near operational sources developed for accelerator applications. These include 
operational sources at Mainz and Chalk Fiver, and sources under development for the 
SIX and the MIT Bates lifiac (this latter source is currently being Installed on the 
accelerator). The physics of producing polarized conduction band electrons in GaAs. 
and extracting theo from the btik material, received the attention of one session-
A session covering the preparation of CaAs photocathodes received a great deal of 
interest. A large numt< ;' of the workshop recommendations dealt with producing photo-
cathodes with good qu>ntum efficiencies and long operational life. Increased polar
ization from sources of the CaAs type received the attention of one session as veil-
Before leaving Chit Introduction, IE is worthwhile to aake two remarks. The first is 
Chati although polarized electron sources are usually thought of only in terms of their 
use with Llr.ear accelerators, there is no reason in principle why they cannot be employ
ed with circular machines, at least up to beam energies where the be-atn energy spread 
makes polarization piohlecatic. The Bonn University group has successfully acceler
ated polarized electrons through several resonances, and expect to be able to provide 
polarized electron beatcs from their next oachine. This work is discussed In a recent 
preprint by V. Brefeld e_t a_l. (Bonn University preprint 84-23). 

The second remark Is that very little polarized electron source development work is 
being done In high energy and nuclear physics laboratories. Since high bean polar
ization and large beam Intensities are not essential to successful polarized electron 
experiments in other fields of physics, one cannot expect the development of such 
source characteristics from experimenters in these fields. To the extent that these 
source characteristics are required for work in our fields* we will have to do that 
development* 

The CaAs Source 

To set the stage for further discussion! let us briefly review the operation of the 
CaAs polarized electron source. A simplified (though reasonably accurate) view of the 
band structure of GeAs near the zxtniaam direct bandgap. at the center of the Brillouln 
zone, is Shown in figure 1. Transitions due to photon absorption ere vertical lines 
in this figure. Utaen transitions froz the P3/2 valence band to the £1/2 conduction 
band are caused by 100Z circularly polarized photons, the conduction band electrons 
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Fi£, I - The hand structure of GaAs near the bandgap aininrum Is shown on the left. On 
the right, the relative transition rates between the valence and conduction bands for 
right (left) circularly polarized photons are shown adjacent to the solid (dashed) lines. 
For photon eneTgies between E„ and E R + L, only transitions from the P3/2 valence band 
are possible. 

have a -502 polarization. This is illustrated In Che diagrar of relative transition 
rates or. the right in figure 1( and is a consequence of angular WDmentum conservation. 
As the photon energy increases to the point where transitions fron the spin-orbit epHt 
off Pi/-> band are allowed, the polarization decreases to zero. 

ElectTons photoexeited to the conduction band are nominally bound to the crystal by 
about 4 eV. However, by the addition of conolayer quantities of cesium and oxygen to 
the GaAs surface, the work function can be lowered to the point where electrons at the 
bottom of the conduction band can energetically leave the crystal, a condition known 
as negative electron affinity (f«EA). This then eoapleces the basic picture of rhe 
CaAs polarized source: optical pumping, with a circularly polarized photor. bearc .'o pro
duce conduction band electron polarization and treatment of the crystal surface to 
lower the work function to the point where conduction band electrons may be emitted. 
The measured electron polarisation from a typical NEA GaAs photocathode is shown in 
figure 2. 
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Fig. 2 - Measured electron polarization as a function of circularly polarised photon 
energy for a typical NEA GaAs photocathode. 
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As the s ? l = - o r t i r s p l l r t i r - s i s s i z e a b l e l a CaAs { = £.!•* eV? the e l e c t r o a p c Z a r i s a c l e s 
i s f a i r l y j n s e n s i c i v e zc che o p t i c a l phcxon energy tn the v i c i n i t y c-f the baodgsp 
energv., CaAs i s a very e f f i c i e n t p h c c o e a i c t e r . Baking l c easv r e obta in q u i t e large 
currents of po lar i s ed e l e c t r o n s . I t I s straight: fervaTC t o reverse che p o l a r i z a t i o n of 
the o p t i c a l pup? bea= F and! with I t che e l e c t r e - p o l a r i s a t i o n , r a p i i l y aa*i v i thovt sig,-
c i f i c a - t i v a l t e r i n g any of t h e e l e c t r o n - o p c l t a ! ^repe-rcles of the po lar i sed source . 
thus saking 1: p o s s i b l e co achieve a h lgnly d e s i ? a M e f r e e z e s frea systematic e f f e c t s 
u?r~ p o l a r i z a t i o n r e v e r s a l . Eaca of these p r o p e r t i e s aakes t h s Gv\» pcl-iti-red. so^rc* 
=ost use fu l -

Sc. a* I rf che c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of the GaAs source are so- n i c e , however. The s e n d aver 
juir-.Liiiss ci c e s : ^ a=d oxygen which lower che w r i funct ion xu^t ^e app!LeJ I.» a 
t r - s t i l vhich r.i* far l e s s than a s o s o layer of ;cr»: j x ; - a t I o n fro= an* other arbitrary 
s-vrstar.ee. The a c t i v a t e d phPTccarhede surface i s very s u s c e p t i b l e t c degradatior i s 
t".e presence r: r e s i i ^ j l ^apes in the best of vi i - jar systems. Cesi--= S J - desert" i ror 
the 3 ; : ;v4cez f-r:'3;ei reC-cinc the qaanc-r e t r i c i e n c v as a function of t i n e . Typical 
,V**3: int I;f«;:=<:s for r o l a 7 ; ; ? i sources ?r d e e d * raters are OP the order of 10 t o *C 
r -_rs . S^-ZICTIC! jyer c u a n t i t i e s cf so=? cor.ta^iraritd arc-'er poor crys ta l a u a l l t v or 
5\.::J..«> srrprcl ."i> readil> prevent achieverem of jcoif cuantua e f f i c i e n c i e s . All r: 
t^flafi d i i i iv". 1; it?= cake th« c l e a n i n g , har.clm^. and preparat is^ of the CaAs c r y s t a l s 
f: fireat ir .rcr:ance. Careful c l e a r i n g procedure* and great a t t e n t i o n to d e t a i l In 
var-jijc proc^C'jres are e s s e n t i a l t c a success fu l ^a_\s po lar i sed source . F ina l l y , the 
eaxiz^r pclarirac iv?> ci bC' t h e c r e t ; C J I I V , and ef t en 3? t e ••*" in pract i ce i s a real 
j i = : tat l^r. , par t i cu lar ly Tor those expensert t s us i^c a polarired t a r g e t , vher? fadl-i-
t i :r , da=jj;* ant! cr carpet heat ing I i = . t the accept at-1 e beax current . 

Ta^le 1. Typicr.'. Operating Charjctt?rlst i c s of CiAs PcLarLjed Electron Sources^ 

Bea- Pc lar irat :or. J>" u- * 5 * . l ong i tud ina l 

Bear Current 1 cA continuous to 1^ A peak current 

Dutv Factor 1-J nsec . pu l se s t o continuous neaE 

Cathrie QuantuE Ei"i i c iency 0 . 1 * t o about ?Z 

Cathode Operating Teape-Tacurt 7 7K. tii 30C1K 

Source Vacuus 10"*' t o r r , 

O p e u i i n t Liietuat? A lev hours t'.« about 100 hours, before 
in s i cu rec lean in^ and r e a c t i v a t i o n i s 
necessary 

Optical Source Typleat iy a dye l a s e r t uaveienRlh 
brtueen b30 and BOO ns. 100T c i r c u l a r 
po iar i za t Ion 

Toble 1 g i v y s a suexsary of sons of che op era t inc. parameters of CaAs aources used with 
p a r t i c l e a c c e l e r a t o r s . These numbers coae froci experience with sources at SLAC / ! / , 
Mainz /? /» and Chalk River I'M. Addit ional sources are under development for the 
SLC /"!./. the MIT Bates l lnac / 5 / . and at Nag ova, Bonn U n i v e r s i t y , and Mainz. Perhaps 
the most novel of the sources under development are those for the SIX and (he Nnlnr 
a l c r o t r o n . The f i r s t i s notable for the a b i l i t y t o d e l i v e r very shor t , high current 
bunches, And tl e l a t t e r Is a l o v e l y p iece of source eng ineer ing . The Mainz mlcrotron 
source w i l l operate at the high vo l tage terminal of the I n j e c t o r Van Ac Graaff, and 
thus be p h y s i c a l l y I n a c c e s s i b l e . I t i s both small and l i g h t , and incorporates d i f f 
e r e n t i a l pumping t o permit connect ion t o the poor vacuum of t h e Van de Craaff . The 
Maim group has a l s o accomplished another impressive f e a t : t h e source they use v l c h 
th-cir l l n a c I s r e g u l a r l y removed and r e - i n s t a l l e d , in a l t e r n a t i o n wi th a thermionic 
gun! The source has been 4etntched and transported away ITOD t h e l i n a c under vacuum 
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a number of times. 

While each polarized electron gun has Its own particular features, figure 3 •hows a 
view of a typical such gun. This one was employed for the SLAC parity violation work 
a Jew years ago /$/• The Mainz and Chalk River guns are very similar to this gun. 
This gun is, in fact > very similer tD the thenalonic g'jne used on SLAC, with the major 
differences being the replacement of the theTDlonic emitter with a GaAs wafer, the 
addition of apparatus to activate the GaAs surface, and a means to cool both the GaAa 
crystjl and the inner walls of the vacuum chamber. 

Figure 4 displays a complete polarized! electron Injection system, again AS used at 
SLAL for the parity violation experiment. Most of the first generation of polarized 
electron injectors were installations of similar complexity. All these complex install
ations pale by comparison to the very compact and simple source for the Mainz microtron. 
Operational experience with GaAs sources at: a number of laboratories has led to the 
conclusion that it is not necessary to operate the GaAs at liquid nitrogen (or colder) 
temperatures to achieve good polarization, and Chat it is unnecessary to incorporate 
a Matt scattering apparatus to measure the source polarization. In all polarized 
electron experiments to dace, provision is ciade to measure the beam polarization at 
the high energy end of the accelerator. Generally speaking, the high energy beam pol
arization measurements are as fast and precise as Mott scattering at the source energy, 
end are thus as g^od a ceasure of source performance. Of course, source development 
work requires soce means of polarization measurement in a laboratory setting, and for 
this Mott scattering is still appropriate. 

CERAMIC INSULATOR 

GaAs GATHODE 

LNp FOR CATHODE 
COOLING 

i /-PLATINUM COATED 
? / CATHODE ELECTRODE 

ANOOE ELECTRODE 

RETRACTABLE CESlATOR-^ 
<|N POSITION FOR CATHOOE 
ACTIVATION) 

i T0.3O \/% ICN 
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LN2 COLD SHELD 

Fig. 3 - The polarized electron gun developed for the SLAC parity violation experiment. 
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Fig. fi - The complete polarized electron Injection system constructed at SLAC for the parity violation experiment. 



Two variations of the basic CeAs aource are worthy of note. In the first of these, 
on* eanloya a semiconductor with the same basic band structure as CaAs, hut with a 
larger direct bandgap. This moves the optical wavelength required Co produce the 
polarised beam coward shorter wavelengths, which way be convenient for seam applica
tions. It Is quite feasible to produce a polarized altter which operates at the wave
length of the common helluo-neon laser, for exaaple. The Kalnz source utilises s 
GaASft £<>?,, M cathode which penits operation at a 650 nm wavelength. This Is s par
ticularly Interesting technique, because In principle, larger bsudgap Cans? photocatli-
odes should oe far Bore stable than those of GaAs. Although Cans? if cevBerclally 
available! It Is normally n-type, while p-type material is required for photocathedea. 
Hslnx uaea n-type waterlal which is converted to p-type at the surface by Ion implanta-
tlon. It nay be that the low quantum efficiency of the Hainz source Is the result vf 
crystal damage caused by this Ion implantation, it would be useful to obtain soae 
p-type GaAs? net trial prepared by sone high quality epitaxial process, to see If good 
quantun efficiency and good polarization could be obtained from this material. It la 
nor feasible to try to produce a source operating ar longer wavelengths than GaAs, as 
the cathodes become less stable, and It is difficult to obtain negative electron affin
ity conditions on smaller bandgap materials. 

A group at UFA (Jiilich) has also experimented with wider bandgap materials, which they 
grew in their laboratories by molecular beam epitaxy 111. They observed high polar
ization from AlniGapjAs, vlth a bandgap of about 1.75 eV. While AlGaAs Is easier 
Co grow than GaXsf, It suffers from having a very reactive surface. It Is difficult 
to prepare good quantum efficiency phococathodes on this material If It has ever been 
exposed to atnosphere, apparently due to the aluminum oxide which rapidly grows on the 
surface- Thp Julleh group has solved this problem by a process known at arsenic cop
ping. An areenie cap layer Is grown on the AlGaAs surface in the growth chamber! and 
protects tha surface from oxidation during transfer through the atmosphere. This arsen
ic layer le readily removed by heating the sample after installation in the polarised 
source vacuum system.. Use of this process may make it possible, in the future, to 
employ polarised photoeachodes of AlGaAs- It is useful to note that boch the Main: 
and Julleh grouse achieve good polarization from their cathodes in room temperature 
operation. 

The Julich group has also reported the highest polarizations to date from GaAe, 4 QZ, 
or ossertially the theoretical limit lit. This is attributed co Che relatively thin 
layers of GaAs they use. the point Is that the electrons have to come from a small 
depth in the crystali and have not had a great deal of opportunity tu depolarise. At 
the workshop, Lampel presented a straightforward model for the electron polarisation 
in the bulk GaAs and of the emitted electrons. The model was checked by the actual 
measurement of bath of these polarizations in a very lovely experiment /p/. The re
sults Indicate that the spin relaxation constant la about half the bulk recombination 
constant In Che CaAs. This model, and the results obtained are sufficient co Indicate 
a higher polarisation from thin GaAs layers, and tn also show Indirectly that there 
la no depolarization of the electrons In passing through the cesium activation layer. 

Improved Polarisation From CaAs Type Sources 
Increased polarization from CaAs type sources involves renoval of the degeneracy at 
the cop of the P3/2 valence band. This nay be accomplished by several methods. The 
application of a uniaxial stress to the CaAs. for example, removes the degeneracy. 
This has bean studied theoretically, and the increased polarisation of the electrons 
In the hulk material observed by measurement of the circular polarisation of the re
combination radiation /107. However, the degenerate bands are split by only a few 
•eV per fcbar of spoiled stress. To obtain splittings large enough to enhance tha 
polarization In pi. tlcal sources, very large stresses are required, often resulting 
in broken crystals rather than broken degeneracy. It is also difficult to Insgine 
a polarised source which Incorporates uniaxial street along with all of the other 
requirements In a pne*leal arrangement. This idea has yet to be attempted In a pol
arised source. 
Artificial aemlconductor structures, such as GmAK-GaAlAs multilayers, vnleh have a 
uniaxial variation In the bandgap energy, can also produce highly polarized electrons 
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In the conductIon band, as has been demonstrated by luminescence measurements *t Bell 
Labs /ll/. However* nost of the variation of the bandgap energy occurs In the conduc
tion band, making transport of the highly polarized electrons to the surface very pro
blematic Experiments at KFA failed to show any enhancement from this effect fl2f, 
AT SLAC, experiments on somewhat different material show* a email polarization en
hancement at the correct wavelength, but no one has reported any large polarization 
improvement from multilayer structures to date. In principle, if one could design 
a multilayer structure in which the bandgap energy variation appeared in the valence 
hand, rather than the conduction band, highly polarized electrons should be produced 
and easily extracted. No one has prepared such a e^ructyre, however. 

Perhaps the best method for providing increased polarization from optically pumped 
non-magnetic solids is to employ a material with a band structure in which the undes
irable degeneracy is not present. In principle, band structures exist which should 
deliver 100" electron polarization. Hany members of the II-1V-V2 family of chalco-
pyrite semiconductors have band structures which should deliver high polarization. 
While all members of this family should have a good valence band structure* i.e. no 
polarization defeating degeneracies as in GaAs, there are different structuTfeS for 
the conduction bands of these materials, some of which are not suited for high polar
ization. Tiip best candidate material for a highly polarized source from this faaily 
is CdSiAs-,.. Figure 5 compares a simple view of the band structure of this material 
to that of GaAsr indicating the removal of the valence band degeneracy, and the trans
ition at 1.76 eV which should give high polarization. Unfortunately, this material 
is not r&adily available* SLAC has supported growth experiments for this material 
at the Research Triangle Institute! and the first epitaxial layers of this material 
have recently been produced. The material grows on an InP aubstratej In exactly the 
correct orientation to produce high polarization. Detailed studies of surface clean-
ing, cathode preparation, and polarization measurement should begin before too long. 

At ETH ^Zurich), other chalcopyrites have been measured as candidate polarized electron 
emitters /13/. They had samples i*i ZnSiAs2 and ZnGeAso. The first of these materials 
has a conduction band structure not well suited to high prtdrizatlon, while the second 
material has a band gap too small to give: a HEA surface, and thus the presumably highly 
polarized electrons cannot be emitted. More recently, SLAC has obtained some very 
high quality samples of Z-rvSiAŝ  and have attempted tt> reproduce the ETH results. The 
ETH results along with the SLAC results are presented in figure 6, The ETH samples were 
small and ot uncertain crystalline quality, while the SLAC crystals were grown epitax-
ialLy by HOCYD, and were of the correct orientation to produce high polarization. As 
can be observed in figure 6, these crystals produced lower pola'ization Chan the ETH 
samples. It is worth noting chat the quantum efficiency from the SLAC samples was 
dramatically greater than that of the ETH samples. This may mean that the electrons 
were able to diffuse- to the surface of the crystal from deeper in the material, and 
thus had a greater opportunity to depolarize. Continued experiments at SLAC are plan
ned to determine If operating with a non-NEA surface could produce higher polarization 
from these samples. 

Cubic ?incotende Cholcopynle 
GoAs CdStAi 

Fig. 5 - Comparison of the band structures of GaAs and CdSlAs, in the region of Che 
minimum direct bandgap.. The valence band degeneracy of GaAs is removed in the chal-
eopyrite material, and the high polarisation transition is indicated. 
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Fig. 6 - Measured polarization fron ZnSiAp^ as a fjnction of photon energy. The pol
arization froo several cathode preparations is indicated. The quantum efficiencies of 
these preparations are indicated qualitatively as 'poor" and "better11. The SLAC quan
tum efficiency was much higher than th.it reported ay the ETH group. The loci tin of 
the transition vhlch should produce high polarization is indicated by the dac^cJ line. 

It may also be that further work with ZnCeAs^ could be successful in producing higher 
polarization. The ETH cathodes were made by applyi..^ cesium alone to the surface. It 
is difficult to produce NEA on this material as its fundamental band gap Is quite small, 
about 1.2 eV, and cesium plone would not be expected to produce NEA. However, techni
ques are known which can lower the work function to about 1.0 eV, through activation 
with cesium and fluorine* rather than cesium and oxygen !\U{. Polarisation measure
ments should be made on this material treated with cesium and fluorine. 

In any event, emitted electron polarizations in excess of 501 from optical pumping in 
non-magnetic solids has yet to be observed . It does appear that all the avenues for 
higher polarization from sources of this type have not been exhausted* and several 
promising lines of work are still underway. The difficulties are presentj however, 
as indicated by the offer of Prof. H. C. Slegmann of ETH. He has offered a case of 
chaopagne and plane tickets to Zurich to the first person to produce 701 polarisation 
by this method,, and to come to Zurich to reproduce the vesults! 

Techniques For Preparation Of Photneatbodes 

In a session vhlch aroused great Interest and provoked much discussion. Prof. W. Splccr 
of Stanford reviewed for several hours the techniques for photocathode preparation, 
and the extent of quantitative: knowledge about activated cathode surfaces. As can be 
Imagined, quantitative and structural knowledge about surfaces having eub-monolayer 
quantities of materials Is difficult to obtain. Much of Splcer's work was done in 
conjunction with Varian. and as such, was proprietary, and thus, was not discussed. 
Howeveri published work by Spicer*© group on activated Gate photocathodes was presen
ted and discussed /15/, Much of the information on the preparation of these surfaces 
is still empirical. An excellent recent review of NEA photocathodes is contained in 
the article of Escher /:*,/. 

It vas suggested that preparation of cathodes with cesium and Fluorine might give 
better results than the more sLandard cesium and oxygen preparation. At SLAC, we have 
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subsequently prepared a number of photocathode activations on the saon sample of CAAS, 
using both of the above techniques. Preparation vlch fluorine consistently gave a 
higher quantum efficiency than preparation with oxygen. In addition, cathodes activa
ted with fLuorinc showed about one order of magnitude less sensitivity to elevated 
pressures of Cit̂  and CO, compared to the oxygen activations* The view was expressed 
at the workshop that CH^ was a very bad _ontarainant gas for these phntocathodes, as it 
could be the source of carbon contamination, which is known to be had. The experiments 
to date at SLAC do not bear this out. Both oxygen and fluorine activated cathodes 
showed the least sensitivity to CH 4, greater sensitivity to CO, end very great sensi
tivity cc CO^- Work Is underway to reproduce these results on additional GaAs samples 
prior to publication. Cathode activation with fluorine rather than oxygen may represent 
a significant improvement for polarized source work, if these results prove to be repro
ducible. 

Atomic UeJtr. Polarized Sources 

Three tvpes of polarized sources employing atomic beams were discussed. The first of 
these used a be-am of oriented Li° atoms which are photolonized by unpolarized light, 
from an arc lamp. This source has been employed at SLAC for several experiments on 
the scattering of polarized electrons from polarized protons, and has been thoroughly 
described in the literature /17/. One development for this source would be to pump 
the Li° atoms with circularly polarizer1 resonance radiation, aga^n follower by ioniza
tion by unpolarlzed arc lamp light. In principle, this could produce somewhat higher 
beam polarization, about a factor of ten greater beai current, and the great advantage 
of optical polarization reversal, rather than the magnetic rever&al required In the 
present version of this source. 

A second type of atomic beam source has been developed for accelerator applica
tions by the Bonn University group. It utilizes the photoionizatlon of alkali metal 
beass by circular polarized light of a wavelength which gives high electron polariza
tion through the rano Effect. Two of these sources have been developed at Bonn, one 
usinR cesiJir., and one rubidium /IB, 19/, Sources of this type are capable of the high
est beam polarizations developed for Accelerator work. 

The thirc source discussed has never been used with an accelerator. It is based 
upon the chemi-ionization of optically pumped helium metastables /20f. This source 
is able to deliver quite a high beam polarization if enough optical pumping power is 
provided, and should be able to deliver C0iipinucu.s be air currents of up to 1 n:4. Cur
rents of this size are possible from the Li source and the Fano source only VT a pul
sed basis, due to the optical sources required for the ionization* An additional 
advantage of the helium chemi-ionization source is relative simplicity. Alkali metal 
beams and good "acuum systems are not required. While 1 mA is not a large current by 
contemporary standards, there are polarized electron experiments under consideration 
which could profit from such a source. This source is &ho*n schematically in figure 
7. Basically, microwaves are used to produce a beam of 2^S helium metastables, which 
are then optically pumped by a near infrared laser. Chemi-ioni2a*ijn of these pumped 
metastables liberates the polarized electrons. 

Moll 

He Gas v- M-cfo«ove Source 
Fig. 7 - The helitiv chemi-lonizatlon polarized electron source. 
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The operational characteristics of these three sources are given briefly la Table 11. 
uhe» the results actually achieved with each of these ewrces la noted, alone "ith 
the parameters 'Juie.h the workshop concluded could he reached with <i • « ! « ! develop
ment of each of these source types. In general, these sources deliver such higher 
bean polarization and such lower bean current than the CaAs aources, and aTe In general 
•ore complex installations than the current generation of Cans sources. For those 
experiments where Che bean current Is United by other considerations, as in polarized 
target experiments, these sources nay be very useful. 

Table 11. Characteristics of Atonic Bean t'olarized Electron Sources 

Source Type 

Photolonitatlo-! of 
oriented 11 

Fane Effect 

Results Achieved 

2 x 10' e/pulse 
P = 85Z 
180 pps 

Magnetic reversal 

3 x 10* e/pulse 
P s 937. <Cs>; I pps P s M X (vs> 
P r 673 (Rb); 50 pps 180 pps 
optical reversal optical reversal 

Possible with HasleuD 
Development 

2 a 10 1' e/pulse 
P * SO* 
180 pps 

optical reversal 

1.5 a ll>" e/pulse 

Chenf-ionlzation of 
heliun netastables 

F s 70-80Z, 1 „A CU 1 nA SW, 
P s W%. 50 UA CU P s 90S 
optical reversal optical reversal 

Two final points need to be made regarding atopic beara sources. We have not so far 
mentioned the ealttance of the source because the CaAs S O U T H S have both excellent 
eulttince and very scall energy spread, and have no difficulty in seating the accept
ance specifications of accelerators. This is not necessarily true of atonic bean 
sources. Those which have a magnetic field in the region from which Che electrons 
originate vlll have an enlarged emittance. Those with a significant e'eetrlc field 
over Che volute from which the electrons originate will have a substantial baac energy 
spread. These effects can be very important. For example, st SLAC, the linac accepted 
the sans fraction of the bean from the GaAs source that Is accepted from the normal 
thermionic guns, while it did not accept this fraction from the 11" source, which had 
both a larger eaittance and a substantial beam energy spread. The heliun afterglow 
source la believed to have an euittance about as good as that of the GaAs source. 

The second point concerns the importance of optical reversal of the source polarization. 
Even in experlaents which do not explore snail parity violating asysmecrlea, auch as 
in polarized electron - polarized proton scattering, the exper'sencal asymnetriei at* 
ganeraUy ou.ite aaall after tva polarizations, useful target content, backgrounds, 
klneaatic depolarizations, and the real physics asymmetry are all considered. The 
systematic effects associated with a magnetic polarization reversal scbem*, no natter 
how carefully controlled, are a real Unitarian. Optical polarization reversal Is 
ouch to be desired. 

Polarised Electrons f ton Magnetised Materials 

Palarltad electrons nay he emitted from magnetised materials by eltht. field or rhoto-
aajlAnlon. Examples include polarized electron photoemlsslon from Fe, Co, Hi, and EuO, 
and field emission from EuS coated tungsten needles. To date, field emission has 
required operation at IMc temperature, and has delivered only v. Ty «K.l currents 
without destruction of the emitter. Ttis technique was not discussed. Fhotoemjlssion 
from EuO has delivered aodeet pulsed currents of reasonable polaTlaatlou, but is no 
longer pursued as a vol.-rlzed source, rhntoemlaslon from metals like Fe, Co, and Mi 
la characterized by: (1) emitting materials which are durable and arable; (2) the 
need to flip a magnetic field to effect polarization reversal; (3) a ouaatUB yield 
near threshold, where polarisation la the highest, which is quite low (ca. 10* * «/ 
photon); and iU) the need for quite high photon energy (ca, 5 eV). The work function 
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of these cetals nay be lowered by the addition of cesiumj but this does not laprove 
the yield significantly, although it does ease the photon energy requirement. Photo-
ezission from the 110 face of Ni crystals has recently been shown to give essentially 
100!; electron polarization, but in the face of the many disadvantages of a source of 
this type, this lofty polarization seems rot BO significant. It was the essentially 
unanimous opinion of the workshop participants that electron emission from magnetized 
materials is not a very suitable source technology. 

Electron Polarization Measurement 

One cession was devoted to a discussion of nethods for electron polarization measure
ment at typical source energies of tens of volts to about 100 kV. The important area 
of electron polarization measurement at high energy was left undiscussed. The follow
ing polarization measurement techniques were discussed: (1) Hott scattering; (2) pol
arized low energy election scattering; (3) absorbed current detectors; (4) excitation 
of atoms with polarized electrons* followed by a determination of the electron polar
ization by optica] measurements of the atomic decay radiation; and (5) correlations 
in polarized electron brefopstrahlung. 

Mote scattering is still the technique most commonly employed for measurement of elec
tron polarization, although the difficulties and weaknesses of the method are well 
known. Separation of elastically and inelastically scattered electrons requires that 
a target thickness extrapolation be done. The thinnest targets available, gold foils 
a few hundred angstroms thick (if self-supporting) are not thin enough to be unimpor
tant; if thinner, non-self supporting foils are used, corrections for the foil support 
are needed. It was emphasized that the theoretical form of the foil thickness extra
polation was not known, and that this effect alone gives about a 52 absolute uncertainty 
to all Mott scattering measurements. 

A Mott scattering apparatus employing a new geometry was described /21/. This apparatus 
penults the use of lower voltages than normally employed with rtott scattering (20 to 
40 kV versus the more normal 100 to 120 kV), and gives excellent discrimination against 
inelastically scattered electrons. Another advantage is that the apparatus Is operated 
at ground potential. The instrument has a good figure of merit. A Hott analyzer based 
on cylindrical geometry, ant* incorporating several of the good features of the better 
spherical geometry has been described earlier by the same group l22f. No doubt Hott 
scattering, with all its problems, will continue to be used In the future, and analyzers 
of the sort described in these reports will likely be the designs of choice for future 
work. 

A polarized low energy electron diffraction analyzer was described. While such an 
analyzer has a very high figure cf merit, tungsten, the only crystal employed to date 
for such an analyzer, requires ar. UHV environment and frequent cleaning of the crystal. 
As with other low energy electron processes, one expects great sensitivity to the details 
of the crystal surface. Were a stable crystal surface which could be u^ed In a less 
demanding vacuuo. system to be found, this methud would be more attractive- This det
ector is described in a paper by Kirsrhner and Feder /23/. 

The ultimate in polarimeter simplicity Is the absorbed current spin detector. The net 
current absorbed by a sample placed in a polarized electron beam depends on the electron 
spin through either the exchange Interaction in a ferromagnetic material, or the spin-
orbit interaction in a high 2 material. The effect is considerably enhanced at those 
energies where the secondary yield crossover occurs; I.e. where the number of back-
scattered and secondary electrons equals the incident beam current. In fact* there 
are two secondary yield crossovers, one for each spin, euch that at a particular energy, 
only electrons of one spin orientation Induce an absorbed current. The figure of merit 
for detectors of this type may be very high. This type of detector has been analyzed 
in detail by Pierce et el^. /24/. These detectors do have some problems In their app
lication. They are clearly a low energy instrument, making their use difficult with 
polarized sources of interest as Injectors for accelerators. Secondary emission is a 
surface sensitive process, requiring good vacuum conditions and stable surfaces. There 
Is the unpleasant possibility that the electron beam incident on the surface can change 
the surface conditions, and thus the analysing power, of the detector, particularly 
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at bain currents In vie with accelerators. The technique tpptiri vary useful I D a 
small laboratory devoted to studying polarized electron physics, 

Electron polarization nay be measured optically by exciting atom with polarised elec
trons and measuring the circular polarization of the resonance recombination light. 
This method, applied to sine atoms, was used for the measurements of Emlnyen and 
Lanpel, noted earlier 191. The advantage of this method la the possibility of an ab
solute polarization measurement- While it is unlikely that this technique would be 
adopted as a standard laboratory procedure, it could be usefully employed to calibrate 
other polariztwion analysers which have a higher figure of merit. In an unpublished 
contribution. Tin Cay suggested the use oi helium atoas as the analyzing target- There 
are a number of advantages to the use of helium, and the numbers determined by Cay in
dicate that the measurement should be feasible. 

Finally, the possibility of using polarization correlations In the breasstrsblung of 
polarized electrons vas reviewed. While theory and measurement are In agreement. It 
appears chat there are no advantages in the use of this difficult technique. 
fyiiiry 

The following conclusions and suggestions for further uork aaam moat likely to be of 
benefit to polarised electron sources for accelerator applications* 
(1) The GaAs source has proven so useful chat attempts to overcome the cwo weaknesses 
of this source, mediocre polarization and short operational lifetimes, arc worth vigor
ous pursuit. One day obtain seme polarization improvettent by the use of thin emitting 
layars, as don* at Jtllich, with possibly some loss in quantum efficiency. Ts obtain 
much higher polarization will require a source with no CaAs-like degeneracy at the top 
of the valencn bind. This night be achieved with a multilayer itructur* which placed 
most of the bandgap variation'in the valence t-<iud. other materials posssss band struc
tures which have the correct band structure to give hl^h polarfistion directly. CdSiASi 
appears to be a very desirable candidate material. Firsr samples oi' this material are 
now coninc available for cathode preparation. Anothev candidate material is ZnCeAsj, 
if the work function can be lowered sufficiently by the use of cesium and fluorine 
activation. The preparation of cany of these special materials might be materially 
aided by the availability of a Bolecular-beam-epita»y system In the polarized electron 
community. The success of the arsenic capping technique indicates that materials 
grovn in these systems may be removed and transported. It should be possible to resol
ve the poor operating life problem with the appropriate; attention to cleanliness and 
surface preparation. The fact that long lived cathodes are prepared commercially gives 
hope that a aolution exists. 

(2) Atonic beam source* offer the highest electron polarizations. Until such tide 
as a solid statr source reliably delivers a highly polarized beam, the atonic sources 
will have an important role, particularly in experiments where their limited current 
can be tolerated, c. '"nicy la the primary disadvantage of these sources. Only 
sources which have optically reversed polarization should be developed. The helium 
cheai-lbnicatloD source appears capable of development to a very useful level, and 
is the least complex of sources of this type. 
(3) Polarized electron emission from magnetized matei \e la not • suitable source 
technology for accelerator based applications. 
14) the Hott polsrioecer is likely to remain the "industry standard" far accelerator 
based electron polarization work. folarimeters with spherical (and cylindrical) geo
metry offer a number of advantages for these polarlneters. For a source development 
laboratory, other almplar methods may be the most useful for fast, non-absolute maasur-
ment*. The us* of optical polarization measurement techniques, with their possibility 
for absolute polarisation measurement should he pursued, particularly .is a way to cali
brate other polarization analyzers. 

(9) Techniques for polarization measurement at high energy, although not discusisd 
at the workshop, need study and development. 
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DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as on account of work sponsored by an agency of the 
United Stales Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency 
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. 
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect ihose of the United States Government or any agency thereof. 


